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This fourth edition of Omnia, heralds the close of 2015. It is a
year which has seen much progress at St Kevin’s but also a year
of loss and suffering in our St Kevin’s community, and indeed, the
wider world. Recognising our good fortune to live in the city and
nation that we do, in relative safety and security, is important. To
be aware of the suffering of others in war zones and in terrorist
targets is necessary and sobering. In our excitement of another
year of growth and progress, it is appropriate that we pause and
remember those in our community who suffered the loss of a
loved one this year.
The strength, courage and generosity of our College Captain,
Laurence Young, in dealing with the loss of his loved father,
Mick, was remarkable. As we celebrated the start of 2015 at the
St Patrick’s Cathedral Eucharist, little did I think that my first act
back in Australia after a term’s leave would be to attend Michael
Young’s funeral at St Roch’s in late June. The passing of Mrs
Tanya Travers, wife of the Dean of Sport, touched so many in
our community.
Be it in a school community, Melbourne or our wider world, it is
crucial that we look for the good in people, celebrate how many
people in our school, our city, our world, seek to do good and are
prepared to place others before self. It is key that we take time
across the festival of Christmas to affirm, by actions and words,
our love of family and close friends. It is, I hope, part of the St
Kevin’s DNA that we think of others and contribute in kind, time
and funds to those we do not know but who suffer at the time of
Christian celebration.
Reviews and accurate and meaningful self-reflection are key
elements that allow growth in any individual or community.
During 2015, St Kevin’s participated in Catholic Education
Melbourne’s School Improvement Framework once again. The
opening lines of the Executive Summary of the Review Report
read, ‘St Kevin’s College is a vibrant, student-centred school on
a continuing journey to excellence. During the period of the
last School Improvement Plan this has been evident not only in
the sustained high levels of academic results but importantly in
the growth in students’ sense of wellbeing at school and their
understanding and appreciation of the Catholic identity of the
college, embedded as it is in the Edmund Rice tradition.’ This
does all involved in this school, great credit.
At the conclusion of my twelfth year as Headmaster, I know
that maintaining that ‘special something’, that differentiates our
school from most others, is the result of many teams across our
community, sharing a clear vision and working hard to give ‘lived
experience’ to that vision. Parents, boys, staff and Old Collegians
need to be not only proud of what we have achieved in the past,
but ready and willing to explore the edges, looking for ways to
improve our school.
Winter sport was a fine season. The Presentation Evenings
were all conducted so very well with articulate student reports
across the ages, and all boys present on the night received
recognition on stage as the award winners were announced.
That we operate such a diverse and deep program, coached
in the main by academic staff, is something to celebrate. The
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classroom and sports field are both used to enhance relationships
and cross-train our boys in their character development. Some
statistics that clearly demonstrate the strength of our programs
in APS Saturday competition are as follow: Years 7 - 12:
Soccer - 26 teams; Football - 19 teams; Basketball - 27 teams;
Hockey - 9 teams; Rugby - 6 teams; Cross Country - 6 teams.
The performance of our senior open teams was strong in 2015.
Rugby was VSRU Premiers, coached expertly by Messrs Windle
and Senior and captained by Lawrence Ciurleo. Cross Country
and Football were second on the APS ladder. Basketball finished
fourth and Soccer and Hockey were fifth. The ubiquitous draw
was our ’world game’ nemesis – the First XI lost only one match
all season and, in the second-last game, were still playing for the
Premiership but suffered yet another draw with our Catholic
cousins who were the eventual Premiers. During spring, Athletics
was remarkably strong again, securing the APS title for the
fifth successive year. TIC Mr Travers, his coaching staff and
the Captain of Athletics, Jack Anderson, had every right to be
excited as the trophy was handed to Jack at Lakeside Stadium.
Water Polo continues to develop.
The Performing Arts in 2015 has enjoyed its largest number of
performances and, some may argue, was the most artistically
competent. St Kevin’s was involved in thirteen productions:
Great Expectations, The Love of Three Oranges, The 39 Steps,
Rhinoceros, Breaker Morant, Hairspray Jnr, Grease, Godspell,
Rock On, Beauty and the Beast, A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Charlotte’s Web and Stuart Little. The call to buy a ‘season
ticket’ for our plays and musicals rings true. Our musicians
played at more than thirty evening concerts and added much to
every Assembly at Heyington and Waterford. Musicians were
instrumental in all our liturgical celebrations, particularly our
key celebrations of the Eucharist at St Patrick’s Cathedral and
Edmund’s Feast Day.
Debating and Public Speaking enjoyed massive participation in
2015. We are a centre for the Debating Association of Victoria
and, once again, hosted the British Parliamentary Debates and
State trials and training. Our own ‘Butlers’ (Public Speaking
Competition) is enhanced by our entry in so many other local,
state and international events and competitions. Luke Macaronas
and Charlie Woods were part of the Australian team for the
WIDPSC Competition in Hong Kong. Ms Gallivan and Mr Lane
were very active and effective in their leadership of Debating and
Public Speaking respectively.
Parent associations have supported the College throughout 2015.
The twenty-two associations listed in the calendar attests to our
sense of community and the direct support we enjoy from our
parent body. I would particularly wish to recognise Mrs Molly
Birch of the Senior Mothers’ Association, Mrs Claire Whitbread
of the Glendalough Mothers’ Association, Mr Evan Raptis of the
Fathers’ Association, Ms Eleonora Luisetto from Friends of Art
and Mrs Sue O’Shea from Parent Enrichment.
‘Expectations are high, not only for student outcomes across
the rich and diverse educational program of the college, but
very much of every member of staff. This ethos of constantly

striving for excellence is underpinned by a culture of positive
relationships that is modelled and practised by leaders at all
levels’, stated another comment in our review.
The Leadership Team have been exceptionally diligent in
2015. The Team carried extra burdens in Term II, allowing the
Headmaster to take a full term of Enrichment Leave. Messrs
Doherty, Guinane, Daly and Jones all contributed with their
usual good grace and hard work. Ms Canny was her regular
indomitable self, ensuring our students had quality care and
direction. Mr Clark in his time on the Leadership Team in Term
II demonstrated he has much to give St Kevin’s. All our Deans
are expert in their field but allow me to single out Mr McGirr
who will be on leave for Semester 1 in 2016. Michael McGirr’s
writing, ideas, advice and insights, constantly add so much to our
life as a Catholic school.
The effective teaching of Religious Education and a vibrant
and constant liturgical life are two key parts of our expression
of our Catholicity. The other crucial element that identifies us
as a Catholic school in the Edmund Rice tradition is an active
and widespread social justice program. We speak of our social
justice partners because we clearly understand that we benefit
from our relationship with those on the margins at least as much,
if not more, than those who may be materially or emotionally
less privileged than ourselves and the recipients of our time
and resources. Be it Zimele, St Vincent de Paul, one of the six
separate, weekly-attended Senior House partners or the many
varied, worthy causes we support, it is important we recognise
we do these ‘good works’ as a natural expression of the Gospel
message and our faith.
Student Leadership influences the tone and culture of our
school each and every year. Laurence Young as College Captain
faced personal tragedy early in the year yet completed all his
many duties with good humour, intelligence and maturity.
Laurence’s performances on stage in The Love of Three Oranges
and Rhinoceros gained considerable acclaim, and at fullback
in the First XV he was always secure in defence and a very
reliable goal kicker. The support of the three Deputy Captains,
Nicolas Alexiou, Julian Guinane and Jesse Outen was effective,
compassionate and also gave the whole community three more
fantastic role models of the St Kevin’s man.
Planning is complete for the development of our new grounds
at Tooronga. The land is purchased, plans drawn up, builder
and engineers appointed and we begin construction. 2016 will
see these grounds largely developed. The building of the SmithMcCarthy connecting Plaza del Espirito Santo will commence
over Christmas. We have planned classroom refurbishments
at Glendalough and Heyington. An extension of the Chapel of
St Kevin and more passive recreation space atop the Cummins
Building will complete our ‘bricks and mortar’ projects for 2016.
A number of long-serving staff take the next step in their careers,
moving to fine schools next year. We deeply thank Mrs Teri
Walsh and Messrs Bennett, Clifford, Newton and Sinnett who
have all held leadership roles and been excellent colleagues. ‘St
Kevin’s stands tall as one of the pre-eminent Catholic boys’
schools across Australia. Staff survey data indicates a very high

level of success in establishing strong directional leadership
around a shared vision for St Kevin’s. Staff appreciation and
understanding of the vision is a significant contributor to school
performance,’ states our review.
At the Town Hall Presentation Evening, the College launched a
new award – The St Kevin’s Medallion. It is to recognise from
within our community, a man and a woman, who are wonderful
examples of servant leadership within the St Kevin’s community
and beyond. The medal could be presented to parent, old
collegian, staff member or senior boy.
In 2015, Mr Martin Nally our Board Chair (2005 – 2015)
received a Medallion. Martin had two lads through the school
(Timothy 1998 and Patrick 2009). He served as President of
the Rugby Association and as a Board Member prior to his
appointment as Chair in 2005. He often represented St Kevin’s at
EREA meetings and functions, and at APS gatherings. His sage
advice was crucial for a beginning Headmaster, and his guidance
and friendship have been highly valued by me. Martin’s business
acumen in Human Resources sees him run a very successful
firm, yet he finds time to lecture at a tertiary level and support a
range of Not for Profit organisations such as Family Life, Sacred
Heart Mission, St Kilda Gatehouse and many more. He is a fine
example to our boys of ethical and generous Christian leadership.
Mrs Margaret Hawker received a medallion. Her son, Cameron,
graduated in 1998, yet Margaret continued to contribute to this
community. She has been sole and joint Convenor of the Art
Show, President of the Past Mothers’ Association and a Board
Member of the St Kevin’s College Foundation. Beyond SKC, she
has deeply involved herself in the support of the disadvantaged
here in Melbourne and in Singapore. Margaret was a worthy
inaugural medallion recipient.
Thank you to all who supported our school in 2015. May the
blessings of Christmas be abundant. May all enjoy the company
of family and friends.
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Athletics Premiership
St Kevin’s Athletics team has continued to
be the leading school in Track and Field
by retaining the APS Premiership for the
fifth year in succession with an emphatic
93 point win over its nearest rival, Xavier
College. This also made it eight titles in
the past decade.
SKC was again dominant on heats day,
qualifying in A Division in 21 out of 23
events; bettering our previous best heats
day of 20 qualifiers in 2013 and 2014. St
Kevin’s (21) was the top ranked A Grade
qualifier followed by Xavier College (17),
Melbourne GS and Brighton GS (16).
The day commenced in sensational style
for SKC in the first track event with the
team Captain, Jack Anderson, winning
the Open 800m. This victory provided
the inspiration and example for the entire
team. Jack went on to win the Open
400m, becoming the first APS athlete to
achieve this unique double. Jack Mahony
won the Under 14 100m and 800m, a
double so rare it has never been achieved
in any age group at the APS Carnival.
Phillip Borg was again dominant in the
sprints and won the Under 16 100m
and 200m and anchored the winning 4
x 100m relay team. Finally, the Open 4
x 400m relay team of Conor Fry, Ryan
Losty, Jack Anderson and Tuth Jok blitzed
the field and set a new APS record in the
event of 3:19.64. It was SKC’s first win in
a 4 x 400m relay in any age group since
1989. Overall, St Kevin’s had 31 top three
placings from the 53 events – 12 Firsts, 10
Seconds and nine Thirds.
St Kevin’s had twelve event winners on the
day equalling our record set the previous
year. They were: Phillip Borg U-16 100m
and 200m, Max Gray U-17 High Jump,
Harry Livens U-15 Triple Jump, Jack
Anderson Open 400m and 800m, Jack
Mahony U-14 100m and 800m, William
Lewis U-16 1500m, Griffin Murray,
Daniel Doyle, James Hill, and Jack
Mahony U-14 4 x 100m Relay, Campbell
Smart, Sam Forbes, Owen Rush and
Phillip Borg U-16 4 x 100m, Conor Fry,
Ryan Losty, Jack Anderson and Tuth Jok
Open 4 x 400m.
The final points were:St.Kevin’s 461.5, Xavier 368, Brighton
GS 357.5, Melbourne 352, Scotch 346,
Wesley College 337.5, Caulfield GS 330,
Haileybury 306, Geelong Grammar 269.5,
Carey 227, Geelong College 195.5.
Unlike the 2014 contest that was a nailbiting affair to the very last event, this
year St Kevin’s led from the first event
and was never headed. The 93 point
winning margin was the second largest
in APS Athletics history, bettered only by
Caulfield Grammar’s 104 points in 2000.
It was an amazing victory from a team
where every member competed at their
best on the day.

Valete 2015
Fr Stan Lim celebrated Valedictory Mass for the graduating
Class of 2015. He had been their chaplain at Waterford and
remembered them warmly. Here is part of what he said:There are young men here tonight who have coped with difficult
illness and really tough family situations. There are others who
have known very deep grief and loss. The silver lining has always
been the care and support you have shown to each other. The
world needs that compassion more these days than ever before.
God will knock on your door in the stories of the poor, of
refugees, of the down trodden and forgotten. Never doubt your
capacity to keep your lamps lit, even in darker time, and to light
lamps for others.
I recall when you were at Waterford the energy with
which you committed yourselves to working for others in places
such as the food bank. I hope that energy never wears off. I hope
you never forget that the happiest moments of your life will be
moments given to others. Nothing you get for yourself will ever
mean as much as what you give away. Your heart will turn to
stone if you leave this place and set out on a journey for yourself.
Self-discovery always means the discovery of others and the
discovery of God. We heard the words from the prophet Isaiah:
‘Seek the Lord while he may be found, turn to him while he is
near.’

Following the Mass, over 800 members of the College community
moved on to the Peninsula Room at Docklands to enjoy the
celebratory Valedictory Dinner. Sharing a delicious meal, parents
and their sons, along with the College Leadership Team and
special guests, Fr Stan Lim and President of the Old Collegians,
Mr Nick Di Pietrantonio and his wife, and many staff members,
took the opportunity to reminisce and reflect on their times
shared at the school.
The evening commenced with a group of Year 12 choristers,
under the direction of Dr Daryl Barclay, singing Grace. The
College Captain, Laurence Young, reflected on the challenges of
the year, before proposing a toast to St Kevin’s. The Headmaster
responded with a wonderful tribute to the Class of 2015,
acknowledging their contribution and highlighting the strength
of leadership from the cohort and the support of their families.
Mrs Louise Guinane, mother of John ‘05, James ‘08, Jeremy ’11
and Julian ’15, responded eloquently to the Headmaster’s toast
to parents, and reflected with humour and insight on her many
varied experiences at St Kevin’s .
Throughout the evening, memories were recalled, friendships
were celebrated and many photographs were taken to record the
occasion of this very special last day of 13 years of schooling.

Presentation Night
This year, Presentation Night was
divided into three separate ceremonies.
Years 7 and 8 was conducted on Sunday
afternoon at Melbourne Town Hall, Years
10 and 11 followed on Sunday evening
and Waterford was held in Smith Hall on
Monday night. The Guests of Honour at
the Town Hall were Dr Brian McGuinness
and Mr Martin Nally, two gentlemen who
have served this College with distinction.
Dr McGuinness is an Old Collegian (‘65)
whose son, Andrew, was College Captain
in 1995. He has served for 23 years on the
College Board. As he spoke to the Middle
School students, he gave a wonderful
insight into the history of the College and
revealed that his connection to St Kevin’s
goes back to 1919 when his uncle was a
student.
Mr Martin Nally, College Board Chair
for the last 11 years, had two sons go
through St Kevin’s, Tim and Patrick. The
Headmaster acknowledged his many years
of selfless service and his reliance on his
expert advice. He presented him with one
of the inaugural St Kevin’s Medallions
in recognition of his outstanding
contribution to the development of the
College. Mrs Margaret Hawker, a longstanding President of the St Kevin’s Art
Show, received the second Medallion.

Presentation Nights are wonderful
occasions for acknowledging the academic
performances of all students. Every
student was presented their certificate on

stage. The Higgins Medal was awarded to
Jarrod Nolan, the John Lethbridge Prize
went to Antony Sinni and Riley Bolton
won the Stuart Ferguson Memorial Prize.

The curtain closes for 2015
The final week of Term Three brought a varied, but equally
entertaining, pair of productions.
Year 8 students from St Kevin’s and Korowa presented a
charming stage adaptation of the beloved E B White novel
Charlotte’s Web. The engaging tale featured a wide range of
acting roles, including the many barnyard friends of Wilbur
the terrific, radiant pig. Portraying these friendly farm animals
utilised a variety of dramatic techniques to create the body
language and walking style of animals.
In the large central role of Wilbur, Rourke Sheridan brought
out the cheerful and vulnerable sides of everyone’s favourite pig.
Cameron Stefanec and Max Cheney performed with confident
command as farmers John Arable and Homer Zuckerman.
Charles Corcoran skilfully portrayed the sneaky, self-serving rat
Templeton.
Sacré Coeur staged an ambitious project, Rock On, at Alexander
Theatre with a strong showing of St Kevin’s Years 10-12
students. A collection of classic songs from rock musicals were
joined together by an original script from Sacré Coeur to create a
lively, concert-like performance.
Noah Janssen displayed his powerful vocal ability as leading
man, Axel Turner, impressing with the early song “Save the
People” from Godspell, and really bringing the house down with
“Gethsemane” from Jesus Christ Superstar. James Hanlon and
William Jirik stood out in featured roles, and Xavier Fitzgerald
delivered a strong bass sound singing “Jesus Christ Superstar.”
Term Four saw the final Production for the year as Year 7
students from St Kevin’s and Sacré Coeur performed an appealing
adaptation of E B White’s Stuart Little.
The Little family were surprised that their new child was a
mouse, but they took this in their stride, and Stuart set off on a
series of adventures across New York City to find his place in
the world. Stuart’s courage, determination, creativity and good
humour helped him conquer all obstacles, along with the loving
support of his family.
Timothy Beadell played the adorable Stuart. This was a massive
role, and Timothy played it with flair and confidence. Leo Evans
gave a quirky, amusing performance as Snowbell the sneaky
family cat, using an expressive voice and interesting body
language to portray the role. Noah O’Sullivan made the most of
the cameo role of the dentist’s patient, scoring plenty of laughs
with his muffled dialogue.
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ST KEVIN’S OLD COLLEGIANS’ ASSOCIATION

50 Year Reunion

Annual Remembrance Eucharist

On Friday, 9 October, 34 gentleman from
the Class of 1965 had their reunion.
Several commenced the night with a tour
of the College followed by a splendid
evening at the RACV Club in the city.
Kevinians had come from South Australia,
Northern Territory, Tasmania and New
South Wales for the sole purpose of
meeting up.
Julian Davis, a retired psychiatrist now
living in Tasmania, summed up the night:

The Annual Remembrance Eucharist continues to provide wonderful opportunities
for the community to share a celebration of the lives of our Kevinians and former
staff. Over 70 family, friends and colleagues gathered in the Chapel of St Kevin’s on 4
November for a Mass celebrated by Kevinian, Fr John Doenau (‘46)

“The evening, in my mind, was a great
success. Although many of us have
differing recollections and sentimentalities
regarding those years, what cannot be
denied is the camaraderie and loyalty
those years engendered. It was very
reassuring - and somewhat consoling to share memories again and be able to
express friendship in a way not possible
in our adolescent years. The school is very
different now and perhaps we all made
some contribution, in disparate ways, to
its enlightened approach so manifestly
evident now.
I feel honoured to know and still be a
part of the Class of ‘65 and I wish all my
classmates good health, peace, happiness
and fulfilment in the coming years.”

L-R: Paul
Bennett and
Phillip Slattery

L-R: John
Locarnini and
Jack Oster

Class of 2010 Reunion
On Monday, 26 October, over 70
Kevinans from 2010 gathered at the
College for a reunion hosted by the
Headmaster, Mr Stephen Russell. The
gathering chatted well into the night and
was only interrupted by an enthusiastic
tour of the new facilities in the Kearney
West building. College Captain of 2010,
Jacob Fenech, regaled the group with tales
of the exploits of their peers in a witty
expose and the crowd moved on to other
venues for a continuation of the festivities.

Memorabilia
We continue to be amazed at the variants of the uniform. This school cap with the green
outlined College Crest has been donated by the Harty family and is a rare example of
the St Kevin’s cap from the post WW2 era. This one was worn by Fred Harty in 1947.
Also, here are examples of the SKC cricket caps from the 1960s. George Conlan (‘68)
has generously forwarded to us these examples where the all-green version is for the
younger age groups, while the green and gold one was the First XI cap. The Hede family
donated a class picture of the Year 7 group of 1945 featuring uncle Ian McKenzie. For
all these donations and loans we are very grateful.

old-collegians@stkevins.vic.edu.au

Old Kevinian Fellowship
The aim of the SKOCA Old Kevinian
Fellowship is to provide St Kevin’s
Old Collegians with the support and
encouragement to undertake travel, study
and/or a project which provides a unique
opportunity for self-development and
discovery that goes beyond the benefits
offered by a higher education.
Furthermore, it is hoped that Fellows will
become ambassadors within the wider
College community and, in particular, role
models to students by participating in the
College’s emerging leadership, speaker or
other programs within the College upon
completion of their Fellowship year.
The award is a cash grant of up to
$5,000. More than one per annum may
be awarded but the awarding of the
Fellowship is not mandatory per annum.
Selection Criteria
Applicants must be a St Kevin’s Old
Collegian under the age of 30 at the time
of their application.
The applicant must specify the purpose
of travel, study and/or a project that is to
be undertaken and the benefits both to
the applicant and the wider community
and include a fundamental budget for the
expenditure.
Favourable consideration will be given
to those applicants who can demonstrate
a link between the Fellowship and the
College’s values.
Application
Applications will open each year on 1
February and close on 30 April.
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request. Please contact the Executive
Officer SKOCA Mr Kevin Culliver
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VALETE
Jack Nicholas O’Heare (‘44) 18/9/15
Alan Adrian Bobbera (‘74) 21/6/15
Allan James Nicoll (‘51) 01/11/15

St Kevin’s Old Boys Soccer Club
St Kevin’s Old Boys Soccer Club 16th season has officially ended as SKOBSC’s most
successful in its short history, achieving promotion to State League 4 East. The year was
a long and hard-fought season with four teams in the mix for promotion, but SKOBSC
clinched promotion in the last game beating Glen Waverley 3-2. Special mention to
Captain Will Hughes (‘07), Andrew Fehervari (‘05) finishing top goal scorer of the
league with 19 goals, and Best and Fairest Winner Alex Jordan (‘11). For all information
for the 2016 season go to www.skobsc.com.au.

Collegian Support Program
All Old Collegians who are actively involved in the Athletics, Cricket, Soccer, Football
and Basketball sporting associations should be aware that the Collegian Support
Program is now operational across all clubs. Originally set up as the Player Support
Program for the Football Club – it has been renamed and is now available more widely.
The program has three key areas of focus: Career Networking Assistance; Collegian
Counselling Services and Community Involvement.
The program has run a number of very successful programs this year including drug
and alcohol advice, mental health advice, and a career, networking and CV optimisation
session will take place in 2016.
Run by Tom Purcell and a committee comprising John Paul Whitbread, Peter McGarry
and Michael Doble it is a truly great service for Old Collegians.
We anticipate a revolving schedule of key topics to continue over the years. All members
should monitor their respective club communication channels to keep abreast of
upcoming sessions. Specific enquiries can be directed via respective club committees who
will direct you to John Paul, Michael or Peter.
Plea for Mentors / Professional support – Collegian Support Program
The assistance of volunteers willing to give an hour of their time on an ad hoc basis to
advise and mentor younger Collegians lies at the heart of the program. Accordingly, a
critical component of the Collegian Support Program is the input from Collegians who
are established in their particular industry or profession.
To help support this program, Collegians with expertise in any field are urged to register
their details with the Old Collegians Office via email: collegiansupport@stkevins.vic.
edu.au

Urgent call to Lawn Bowlers
An urgent call is put out to Lawn Bowlers of all ages. SKOCA are defending Champions
and next year’s APS Past Students Bowls Tournament will be held on Sunday 3 April
2016 at the Glen Waverley Bowls Club.
All past students, parents, grandparents and teachers of SKC are eligible to play for the
St Kevin’s Old Collegians team.
Please contact Peter Macdonald on 0413 754 523 (e) plcw@alphalink.com.au

Visiting China ....

On 16 September, eight students from
Years 10 and 11, together with Messrs
Luo and Hetchler, departed for a fortnight
of new discoveries in one of the world’s
oldest civilisations, China.
The adventure started in Shanghai, where
a tour of the megalopolis revealed a
wealth of exciting new developments such
as the Oriental Pearl Tower with its glass
floor looking down 468 metres which
sits cheek-by-jowl with Old Shanghai,
including the famous Bund and the French
Quarter. On the last evening, a cruise
along the Huangpu River allowed the
students to put together all the pieces of
this extraordinary city, new and old.

Modern China once more made an
appearance as the new Chinese high-speed
rail whisked the group at nearly 300km
per hour to the old capital of China
and their second destination, Nanjing.
Here St Kevin’s boys toured the very old
Nanjing Yangtze River Bridge and met
their counterparts in the first of three
schools visited, the XuanWu Secondary
Vocational School.
Amongst the highlights of their third
destination, Xi’an, were the ancient
Terracotta Warriors of Qin Shi Huang, the
first Emperor of China, and a bicycle tour
atop the 600-year old wall encircling the
city. A visit to Xi’an’s QuJiang No 1 High

School provided the opportunity to learn
new skills, such as calligraphy and martial
arts.
The tour ended with a spectacular fourday visit to the capital of modern China,
Beijing. With its iconic Tian’anmen
Square, Forbidden City and, of course,
Great Wall. Beijing did not disappoint.
The final day saw the boys visit the Beijing
New Talent Academy before heading
home, their legs weary but their minds
replete with memories of the wonders of
modern China.

... and touring through Europe

In the third term holidays, 24 Years 10
and 11 students and three staff set off on a
whirlwind tour of Europe. The European
History Tour provided the boys with a
vast learning experience both academically
and culturally.
Starting off in one of the most influential
historical cities, Istanbul in Turkey,
the boys were immersed in what was
a cultural melting pot. The city, which
was essentially the epicentre of Europe,
provided the boys with sights such as the
Grand Bazaar, the Blue Mosque and the
Hagia Sophia.
Gallipoli was the next destination and the
boys were moved by the ANZAC legacy
and the various monuments dedicated
to the fallen soldiers. A day trip to Troy
was also a notable highlight as the boys
experienced both the beauty and tragedy
surrounding coastal Turkey.

Berlin was next on the agenda and the
students were captivated by the East
and West divide of what is now such
progressive country. The Stasi Museum
provided the boys with a confronting
experience of East German life and the
way people lived under the communist
rule of the German Democratic Republic.
The trip was concluded with a trip to
Paris, before a final visit to the towns and
cities of the Western Front. Paris brought
with it natural ambience, with the view
from the Arc de Triomphe standing out
for the boys.
The Western Front introduced a humbling
atmosphere as the boys based in Amiens,
ventured to: Somme, Peronne, La Hamel
and finally Villers‑Bretonneux. It was
here, showcasing the innocence of youth,
that the students realised what was sadly
taken away from so many during the war.

Julie McNamara (1954-2015)

Lyle Parker

For 15 years, St Kevin’s was the
workplace of a remarkable woman.
Julie McNamara commenced work as
a laboratory assistant at Heyington
and quickly developed a reputation
for excellence. In her preparation
of Science practical classes and
cataloguing equipment, chemicals and
regulatory compliance forms, Julie was
superb. She was well loved by all those
with whom she worked.
In 2002, Julie ventured to Waterford
and immediately established a
wonderful rapport with all the
teachers, especially in the Science Department. She continued
to establish safety as a priority in the laboratories and she was
an ever-willing volunteer around the campus. Julie was highly
intellectual and would always welcome discussions on topics as
wide as politics, the environment, the arts and entertainment.
She further involved herself in the student Outpracs around
Melbourne, and in 2011 journeyed from the Red Centre
to Darwin on the RICE camp. Through her involvement in
nutrition, Julie was responsible for the establishment of the
Waterford Sustainable Nutrition Garden.
Julie was an enthusiastic participant in all social functions and
her ‘Great Gatsby’ attendance will never be forgotten. Her time
at St Kevin’s has left an imprint on all who knew her. There will
always be a fond memory of a charming and dedicated colleague
as we strive to continue her great work.
Rest in Peace, Julie.

After 32 years of dedicated service,
Lyle Parker has decided to retire from
the College. Lyle was appointed as
a groundsman by Br Brandon and
worked under four Headmasters and
with four Ground Curators during
his time. Lyle’s duties enabled him
to work at all campuses and he was
well known by all staff. His ability to
engage with staff, students, parents
and visitors to the College gave him
real character status.
His enjoyment of working in the
grounds was such that every activity
he undertook was carried out with pride as if he was working
at his own residence. From cutting the ovals, rolling the cricket
wickets, gardening, cleaning the roadways, paths and drains to
advising the First XI Cricket Coach to bat or bowl or the First
XVIII Coach to kick with the wind, Lyle made sure nothing was
left undone.
Before retiring Lyle took his long service leave to ascertain
whether he was ready to lead a relaxed lifestyle rather than the
busyness of his role as groundsman at the College. His outside
interest of breeding horses for pacing has filled his days as he
has involved himself more in the property where the horses are
trained. His other interest of supporting the Geelong Football
Club has given him a lot of pleasure with their recent successes.
The St Kevin’s Community thanks Lyle for his dedicated and
valuable contribution to the College and wishes him a wellearned retirement with his wife, Helen.

Dear Friends
It gives me enormous pleasure and pride to contribute this short piece to the Annual Magazine of your great College. On
behalf of the entire Edmund Rice Education Australia community and our forebears, the Christian Brothers, I need to
say how proud we are of your College and the wonderful work that you do to keep the vision of Edmund Rice alive in
your community.
Your College strives for excellence in the fullest sense of the word. You challenge your students to see the world with our
vision akin to that of Jesus. A vision where people matter ahead of things, where special care is shown to those who are
struggling and where everyone has the potential to achieve fullness of life.
The students at your College know that they are privileged and with this privilege comes great responsibility. Our children
are the future! The future of our world is greatly dependent on their commitment to use the gifts that they receive at your
College for the common good, rather than a narrow vision of their own self-interest. I know how hard the staff of your
College work to instil in our young a sense that the freedom that they enjoy in our society must, in the end express itself
as a commitment to the making of a better world.
As I travel around our great land, the Christian Brothers I meet regularly tell me that your school and the many others
who are part of our Edmund Rice Education Australia family are so faithful to the vision of Edmund Rice. I know this
is true through my privileged opportunities to visit your community and be inspired by your students and staff.
May your College thrive into the future and may it always challenge our young people to strive
to success in the most complete sense of the word.
With best wishes and many congratulations
Wayne Tinsey
Executive Director
Edmund Rice Education Australia

Profile: Dr Brian McGuinness
There are not many families who have had
three College Captains; indeed, only two –
the Santamarias and the McGuinnesses.
Brian McGuinness,
College Captain in
1965, is in a fine
position to ponder life
as a Kevinian as he is
also a third generation
family man.

Subsequent to marriage to Erin, and two
years after graduation, they worked in
London and travelled extensively in a VW
Kombi van. Brian always has reflected
that this European experience was a
fortunate one and it definitely broadened
his horizons.

dental practice. Once completed there
will be a slow winding down of a busy
involvement in the practice. He now
has an opportunity to undertake other
endeavours. His involvement with
grandchildren is a very special role that
allows him to not only pass on knowledge
to those children, but gives their parents
an opportunity to further their careers – a
passing of the baton he thinks. Also there
are great opportunities to get involved
in community volunteer work. Brian
proposed to the North Richmond Dental
Clinic a plan to provide orthodontic care
to young people who would never be
able to afford this treatment. The State
Government and the City of Yarra have
provided the facility, and the orthodontic
supply company Ormco provides the
materials for no cost. Brian’s pro-bono
work through his whole career is an
inspiration to all Kevinians. The giving of
his talents stems from his family, faith and
his education.

After 15 years of working in general
dentistry in Coburg and Heidelberg,
Brian commenced a Masters degree
in orthodontics at the University of
Melbourne. He was a dentist at the time of
the introduction of fluoride into the water
supply and he believed that the demand
for general dentistry would be significantly
reduced. Hence it made sense to modify
his career to cater for the anticipated
demand to treat the potential new problem
of excessive numbers of teeth.

The Class of 1965, Brian’s class, at their
second reunion in the fifty years had a
wonderful night with over half of that
original class present. It was well summed
up by Julian Davis who commented that
this second reunion run by Brian was
a great success. “Although many have
different recollections and sentimentalities
regarding those years, what cannot be
denied is the camaraderie and loyalty
those years engendered. It was very
reassuring and somewhat consoling – to
share memories again and be able to
express friendships in a way not possible
in our adolescent years. The school is very
different now and perhaps we made some
contribution, in disparate ways, to its
enlightened approach manifestly evident
now.”

Brian’s father was the second of three
brothers to attend St Kevin’s in the 1920s.
These three men went to St Kilda CBC
and then onto SKC in Albert St East
Melbourne for their final two years of
education. Kevin worked in the Public
Service, Brian’s father, Ray, in banking and
Brendan in law. Like other men of their
era who experienced the Depression, they
stayed in the one area of employment for
a lifetime.
In that first phase of life, Brian started at
Parade Preparatory School in Alphington
in 1956. One of the teachers there was
Geoff Lane (‘52) and the senior school
Headmaster was Br Naughtin. Both of
these men taught him again during his
time at St Kevin’s.
By 1960 Brian was at St Kevins where
his cousin, Peter, was already a student.
Coincidently, it was the year that the
Heyington campus opened. He spent one
year at Glendalough in the old house on
the corner of Orrong and St George’s
Roads that had been the whole school
since 1932.
The move to the Heyington campus
provided modern facilities in an initially
quiet environment. There were only
Christian Brothers teaching initially with
Mr Peter Hall and Mr Harry Boundythe
only lay teachers. Sport was an important
part of the curriculum – but they were not
able to win any premierships despite the
teams including Phil Wynd, Mick Bowden,
Peter Kerr and Gary Brice who went onto
play VFL football.
In 1965 Br Rooney, who desperately
wanted to teach Latin in Year 12,
encouraged a coterie of eight boys to study
the subject by suggesting to them they did
not need to take English classes. This did
work out favourably as one only needed to
gain merely a pass in English Expression
in that era. Brian maintained close contact
with the school while his brother Paul (‘71
and College Captain) was at SKC.
Most of those who left St Kevin’s in
1965 went on to tertiary study. In Brian’s
case, Dentistry was his chosen field.
Commencing the second phase of life,
Brian worked initially in Coburg which
was predominantly a new migrant area.
He appreciated experiencing the cultural
diversity that existed in this part of
Melbourne.

Brian and Erin had three daughters
and a son Andrew (‘95 and College
Captain). Andrew attended St Kevin’s and
availed himself of all the school offered
academically and sport wise. He went on
to study Law and Commerce.
In 1993 Brian was invited to join the
Board of St Kevin’s. He believes the 23
years from then until today has been a
wonderful time for the school. Change has
been the constant. Brian says, “The Board
is very proud of the school’s achievements
that are largely due to a succession of
fine leaders and a wonderful culture
established by the staff. The decisions that
the school has made such as Waterford
and Tooronga have been very successful
in providing a special educational
experience for the boys. One must also
compliment the social justice programs
that are so well supported.
More recently I have been on the Board
of the St Kevin’s College Foundation.
This is a foundation that aims to gather a
corpus of funds to provide education for
boys who would not otherwise be able to
afford to attend SKC. It is not all about
building facilities. Already it is funding a
scholarship for a worthy student.”
In the third phase of life, Brian is dealing
with the succession planning for his

Brian and Erin have four grandchildren
with applications into St Kevin’s in the
years to come. They are optimistic that
they can experience St Kevin’s aspiration
of “lifelong learning, family and fullness
of life”

College Captains reflect

2015
I can distinctly remember sitting at
Presentation Night last year, absorbing the
recognition that was deservingly given to
those who had strived to fulfill everything
that St Kevin’s stands for - commitment,
desire to achieve one’s goals and the
passion to pursue what is good and just.
As I sat, I began to wonder what the next
twelve months would bring. How would
I reflect on 2015? In what way will I have
used my strengths to positively impact the
College? The enormity of tackling Year 12
seemed a daunting prospect - yet I have
survived, here I am standing before you
tonight, and I wish to impart one or two
things I have learnt along the way.

2005
A plethora
of memories
swarm about my
head and make
me nostalgic
as I write this
reflection:
Memories of the
school musical
this year - waiting backstage, nervous
and excited, on opening night; memories
of the Mother and Son Mass; memories
of the Football Captain’s addresses at
half time; memories of Year 12 SACS
and trial exams.
Each year, the boys of St Kevin’s grasp
the opportunities to give, play, work,
sing, compete, excel, share, lead and
support. Equipped with this education,
it is hoped that when we step into
the world beyond school, we will be
men of influence and compassion. The
education that we receive at St Kevin’s is
less about the facts and obscure details
that we cram before each test, and
more to do with the habits of the mind
that we have developed and that our
teachers have nurtured in us. We know
the merits of studying hard, and we have
the ability to critically engage with a
wide range of ideas. Our Headmaster,
Mr Russell, has often spoken about
education in terms of liberating people.
In the same vein, it could be said that we
come to St Kevin’s with young minds,
and we leave with open ones. Education
gives us the freedom to make informed
choices.
I am proud of my time at St Kevin’s,
proud to call all the boys from Prep to
Year 12 my friends. The spirit that exists
at this school is what makes it special,
It is a spirit that can overcome all odds
and unite us. Next year, I hope that this
spirit will continue to grow. I hope that

I began my speeches this year by reflecting
on the 97 years of St Kevin’s education,
recognising the rich history that we
are founded on. Number one: become
familiar with your beginnings. Take time
to appreciate the depth and richness from
which this College is born. Listen to the
stories of Old Collegians, the teachers who
were once students at the College, those
who have stood where you are standing
today. We need a solid foundation of
principles and morals if we are to succeed.

Number three: each and every day, thank
your parents. Their endearing love for you
does not take a break despite how unfairly
you think you may be treated at times.
Every action, every word is born from love.
Spend time with them. They’re the ones
who know you best.
Laurence Young (2015)

Number two: know your mates. You
spend every day with these fellows, sharing
interests, classrooms, sport training. Get to
know them well. In times of hardship, they
provide a firm but understanding shoulder
to cry on. Appreciate them, for they may
not be there forever.
large crowds of supporters will witness
the efforts of the participants in the
debating, the college play, the musicals,
the art shows and the sporting events.
Make these crowds large, supportive,
and full of the unique St Kevin’s spirit.
James Keogh (2005)

1995
For the Year
12s students,
1995 began
with an air of
mystery and of
expectation.
We were
heading into the
unknown, a year
of pressure. We,
the Class of ‘95
were the biggest
ever, and with the challenge laid before
us by Br Wilding, we were determined to
be the best. Although we had our own
personal aspirations of being successful
in our studies, we were the leaders of the
school and intended to lead by example.
It was not only the role of the prefects,
but of a collected community which
enabled us to instil such passionate
school spirit throughout the school.

1985
At the end of the year
the consequences and
meanings of the end
of education at SKC is
brought home to many
of us. It means the end
of an era. It means
the end of philosophy
lessons in General Maths — the weeks
Mr O’Sullivan had to ‘get at us’ were
quickly diminishing.
I simply say ‘Fear not, it was not all in
vain’. There is a conscience and a spirit
in this group. It has been open and
helpful and great work has been done
for good causes.
It is a spirit which I, for one, shall never
forget.
Peter Hurley (1985)

1975

Our success on the sporting fields - a
Lawn Bowls premiership and a Rugby
premiership and Runners-up in the
Football, the best result in the College’s
history, were a tribute to us all. We
are now a renowned force in the APS
competition. In the Arts, we again
made great contributions especially in
performing the outstanding musical, The
Mikado. Since day one the growth and
bonding of the year level as a whole has
been evident. The new found respect for
everyone handling trying situations in
their own manner is obvious.

Rodney was a
successful academic
and holder of a
Commonwealth
Secondary Scholarship.
He was Chairman of
the Form Six Council
and was prominent in
Debating and Cadet
activities. Rodney
was also one of the most prominent
sportsmen in the College. But it was in
Athletics that he excelled. The fastestever 400m and 800m runner at St.
Kevin’s, Rodney was the APS winner
and is the recordholder in 800m: U15
(1972), U16 (1973), U17 (1974); he
was a member of the APS recordbreaking U16 4x400m relay team in
1973, vice-captain of the team in1974,
and Athletics Captain and joint Senior
Champion in 1975.

Andrew McGuinness (1995)

Rodney Carne (1975)

Celebrate Christmas
Friday evening of November 27th saw a
superb celebration for the Glendalough
community. The Glendalough Carols,
held in the Wilding Centre at Heyington,
was a true Christmas festival, a singing
spectacular. With all boys from Prep
to Year 6 performing, parents listened
in appreciation to the songs carefully
prepared by the students in Year Level
Singing throughout Term Four.

Celebrate Eucharist

Celebrate differences

On Saturday, 24 October, the First
Eucharist candidates arrived at St Ignatius
Church, Richmond. The excitement was
palpable as the boys received their button
holes and their Eucharist pins from Mrs
Adderley.

During Term Four, the Years 5 and 6
students have been investigating ‘Healthy
Choices’ and have researched what it
means to be physically, socially and
emotionally healthy. They explored their
own and others’ views about life and what
it might mean for certain groups of people
from another culture or religion.

Throughout the ceremony the young lads
were devout and respectful, confident in
their understanding of the importance
of the day. Their responses were fervent,
spoken and sung with conviction, as
The sense of community was felt most
they participated whole heartedly. At the
of all when students, parents, staff and
Homily, Fr Huy reminded them, “The
friends joined in with the singing of the
Eucharist gives you the strength and hope
community carols led by the choir and
and peace you need to go out and do
accompanied by the live band of music
the right thing in the world. Celebrate
staff.
today. Be happy with your families. But
The choir performances included flute and don’t forget that today presents you with
trumpet accompaniment and were special a challenge. It challenges you to truly
moments of melodious joy in the one hour live your lives for others, to have big
program.
hearts and open minds, to be people of
compassion and justice. ”
Special thanks go to Mrs Ruth Friend
and Mr David Campbell for directing the At the conclusion of Mass, each boy
singing, and to Ms Debbie Haskell, Mr
received a First Eucharist certificate,
David George and Dr Geoffrey Morris for presented to them by Mr Daly and Mr
accompanying.
Russell.
Mr John Opie created a Christmas
wonderland with his amazing
transformation of the Wilding Centre
through his stage design and original
paintings.

Each First Eucharist candidate represented
their families and the community of St
Kevin’s College superbly and should be
proud of their achievements.

A group known as JCMA, which has
representatives from each of the Jewish,
Christian and Muslim faiths, visited the
school. The students heard about each
presenter’s personal journey of faith,
culture and being religious in Australia
today.
Tim, a Christian from England revealed
he was a lost soul after his father passed
away when he was young and it wasn’t
until meeting a devoutly Christian family
in America that he became interested in
helping others. Dima, a young Muslim
mother, talked about growing up in a
spiritual and loving family and Di, a
Jewish woman, explained her love of the
Jewish faith and traditions, and that once
you are Jewish, it never leaves you.
The boy’s questions were insightful and
reflected their interest in humanity and
knowledge of current social issues and
spirituality.

